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AbstratPYTHIA is a general-purpose event generator for multipartile produtionin high-energy physis. After a general introdution and program newssurvey, some areas of reent physis progress are onsidered: the math-ing to matrix elements, espeially for W=Z prodution; harm and bot-tom hadronization; multiple interations; and interonnetion e�ets. Thereport onludes with some words on the future, spei�ally the ongoingtransition to C++.
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1 IntrodutionA general-purpose generator in high-energy physis should address a number of physisaspets, suh as:� the matrix elements for a multitude of hard subproesses of interest,� the onvolution with parton distributions to obtain the hard-sattering kinematisand ross setions,� resonane deays that (more or less) form part of the hard subproess (suh as W ,Z, t or h),� initial- and �nal-state QCD and QED showers (or, as an alternative, higher-ordermatrix elements, inluding a onsistent treatment of virtual-orretion terms),� multiple parton{parton interations,� beam remnants,� hadronization,� deay hains of unstable partiles, and� general utility and analysis routines (suh as jet �nding).Furthermore, one must be prepared for unexpeted or less onventional e�ets, that ouldmodify the assumed behaviour: the strong-interation dynamis in QCD remains unsolvedand thereby unpreditable in an absolute sense.The PYTHIA 6.1 program was released in Marh 1997, as a merger of JETSET 7.4,PYTHIA 5.7 [1℄ and SPYTHIA [2℄. It overs all of the above areas. The urrent subversionis PYTHIA 6.136, whih ontains over 50,000 lines of Fortran 77 ode. The ode, manualsand sample main programs may be found athttp://www.thep.lu.se/�torbjorn/Pythia.html .The two other programs of a similar sope are HERWIG [3℄http://hepwww.rl.a.uk/theory/seymour/herwig/and ISAJET [4℄ftp://penguin.phy.bnl.gov/pub/isajet .For parton-level proesses, many more programs have been written. The availability ofseveral generators provides for useful ross-heks and a healthy ompetition. Sine thephysis of a omplete hadroni event is very omplex and only partially understood from�rst priniples, one should not prematurely onverge on one single approah.2 PYTHIA 6.1 Main NewsRelative to previous versions, main news in PYTHIA 6.1 inlude� a renaming of the old JETSET program elements to begin with PY, therefore nowstandard throughout,� new SUSY proesses and improved SUSY simulation relative to SPYTHIA, and newPDG odes for spartiles,� new proesses for Higgs (inluding doubly-harged in left{right symmetri models),tehniolor, . . . ,� several improved resonane deays, inluding an alternative Higgs mass shape,� some newer parton distributions, suh as CTEQ5 [5℄� initial-state showers mathed to some matrix elements,� new options for �nal-state gluon splitting to a pair of =b quarks and modi�ed1



modelling of initial-state avour exitation,� an energy-dependent p?min in multiple interations,� an improved modelling of the hadronization of small-mass strings, of importaneespeially for =b, and� a built-in pakage for one-dimensional histograms (based on GBOOK).Some of these topis will be further studied below. Other improvements, of less relevanefor pp olliders, inlude� improved modelling of gluon emission o� =b quarks in e+e�,� olour rearrangement options for W+W� events,� a Bose-Einstein algorithm expanded with new options,� a new alternative baryon prodution sheme [6℄,� QED radiation o� an inoming muon,� a new mahinery to handle real and virtual photon uxes, ross setions and partondistributions [7℄, and� new standard interfaes for the mathing to external generators of two, four and sixfermions (and of two quarks plus two gluons) in e+e�.The urrent list of over 200 di�erent subproesses overs topis suh as hard and softQCD, heavy avours, DIS and , eletroweak prodution of �=Z0 and W� (singly orin pairs), prodution of a light or a heavy Standard Model Higgs, or of various Higgsstates in supersymmetri (SUSY) or left{right symmetri models, SUSY partile pro-dution (sfermions, gauginos, et.), tehniolor, new gauge bosons, ompositeness, andleptoquarks.Needless to say, most users will still �nd that their partiular area of interest is not aswell addressed as ould be wished. In some areas, progress will require new ideas, whilelak of time is the limiting fator in others.3 Mathing to Matrix ElementsThe matrix-element (ME) and parton-shower (PS) approahes to higher-order QCD or-retions both have their advantages and disadvantages. The former o�ers a systematiexpansion in orders of �s, and a powerful mahinery to handle multiparton on�gurationson the Born level, but loop alulations are tough and lead to messy anellations atsmall resolution sales. Resummed matrix elements may irumvent the latter problemfor spei� quantities, but then do not provide exlusive aompanying events. Partonshowers are based on an improved leading-log (almost next-to-leading-log) approximation,and so annot be aurate for well separated partons, but they o�er a simple, proess-independent mahinery that gives a smooth blending of event lasses (by Sudakov formfators) and a natural math to hadronization. It is therefore natural to try to ombinethese desriptions, so that ME results are reovered for widely separated partons whilethe PS sets the subjet struture.For �nal-state showers in Z0 ! qq, suh solutions are the standard sine long [8℄, e.g.by letting the shower slightly overpopulate the qqg phase spae and then using a MonteCarlo veto tehnique to redue down to the ME level. This approah easily arries overto showers in other olour-singlet resonane deays, although the various relevant ME'shave not all been implemented in PYTHIA so far.A similar tehnique is now available for the desription of initial-state radiation in the2



prodution of a single olour-singlet resonane, suh as �=Z0=W� [9℄. The basi idea is tomap the kinematis between the PS and ME desriptions, and to �nd a orretion fatorthat an be applied to hard emissions in the shower so as to bring agreement with thematrix-element expression. Some simple algebra shows that, with the PYTHIA showerkinematis de�nitions, the two qq0 ! gW� emission rates disagree by a fatorRqq0!gW (ŝ; t̂) = (d�̂=dt̂)ME(d�̂=dt̂)PS = t̂2 + û2 + 2m2W ŝŝ2 + m4W ;whih is always between 1=2 and 1. The shower an therefore be improved in two ways,relative to the old desription. Firstly, the maximum virtuality of emissions is raised fromQ2max � m2W to Q2max = s, i.e. the shower is allowed to populate the full phase spae.Seondly, the emission rate for the �nal (whih normally also is the hardest) q ! qgemission on eah side is orreted by the fator R(ŝ; t̂) above, so as to bring agreementwith the matrix-element rate in the hard-emission region. In the bakwards evolutionshower algorithm [10℄, this is the �rst branhing onsidered.The other possible O(�s) graph is qg ! q0W�, where the orresponding orretionfator is Rqg!q0W (ŝ; t̂) = (d�̂=dt̂)ME(d�̂=dt̂)PS = ŝ2 + û2 + 2m2W t̂(ŝ�m2W )2 + m4W ;whih lies between 1 and 3. A probable reason for the lower shower rate here is that theshower does not expliitly simulate the s-hannel graph qg ! q� ! q0W . The g ! qqbranhing therefore has to be preweighted by a fator of 3 in the shower, but otherwisethe method works the same as above. Obviously, the shower will mix the two alternativebranhings, and the orretion fator for a �nal branhing is based on the urrent type.The reweighting proedure prompts some other hanges in the shower. In partiular,û < 0 translates into a onstraint on the phase spae of allowed branhings.Our published omparisons with data on the W p? spetrum show quite a goodagreement with this improved simulation [9℄. A worry was that an unexpetedly largeprimordial k?, around 4 GeV, was required to math the data in the low-p?W region.However, at that time we had not realized that the data were not fully unsmeared. Therequired primordial k? is therefore likely to drop by about a fator of two [11℄.It should be noted that also other approahes to the same problem have been studiedreently. The HERWIG one requires separate treatments in the hard- and soft-emissionregions [12℄. Another, more advaned PYTHIA-based one [13℄, also addresses the next-to-leading order orretions to the total W ross setion, while the one outlined aboveis entirely based on the leading-order total ross setion. There is also the possibilityof an extension to Higgs prodution [14℄, whih is rather less trivial sine already theleading-order ross setion gg! H ontains a QCD loop.Summarizing, we now start to believe we an handle initial- and �nal-state show-ers, with next-to-leading-order auray, in ases where these an be separated by theprodution of olour singlet resonanes | even if it should be realized that muh workremains to over the various possible ases. That still does not address the big lass ofQCD proesses where the initial- and �nal-state radiation does not fatorize. Possibly,orretion fators to showers ould be found also here. Alternatively, it may beomeneessary to start showers from given parton on�gurations of varying multipliity andwith virtual-orretion weights, as obtained from higher-order ME alulations. So far,PYTHIA only implements a way to start from a given four-parton topology in e+e� anni-hilation, piking one of the possible preeding shower histories as a way to set onstraints3



for the subsequent shower evolution [15℄. This approah obviously needs to be extendedin the future, to allow arbitrary parton on�gurations. Even more deliate will be theonsistent treatment of virtual orretions [16℄, where muh work remains.4 Charm and Bottom HadronizationSigni�ant asymmetries are observed between the prodution of D and D mesons in ��pollisions, with hadrons that share some of the �� avour ontent very muh favoured atlarge xF in the �� fragmentation region [17℄. This behaviour was qualitatively preditedby PYTHIA; in fat, the preditions were for somewhat larger e�ets than seen in thedata. The new data has allowed us to go bak and take a ritial look at the unertaintiesthat riddle the heavy-avour desription [18℄. Many e�ets are involved, and we hereonstrain ourselves to only mentioning one.A hadroni event is onventionally subdivided into sets of partons that form separateolour singlets. These sets are represented by strings, that e.g. streth from a quark endvia a number of intermediate gluons to an antiquark end. Three string mass regions maybe distinguished for the hadronization.1. Normal string fragmentation. In the ideal situation, eah string has a large invariantmass. Then the standard iterative fragmentation sheme [19℄ works well. In pratie,this approah an be used for all strings above some ut-o� mass of a few GeV.2. Cluster deay. If a string is produed with a small invariant mass, maybe onlytwo-body �nal states are kinematially aessible. The traditional iterative Lundsheme is then not appliable. We all suh a low-mass string a luster, and onsiderit separately from above. In reent program versions, the modelling has now beenimproved to give a smooth math on to the standard string sheme in the high-luster-mass limit.3. Cluster ollapse. This is the extreme ase of the above situation, where the stringmass is so small that the luster annot deay into two hadrons. It is then assumed toollapse diretly into a single hadron, whih inherits the avour ontent of the stringendpoints. The original ontinuum of string/luster masses is replaed by a disreteset of hadron masses. Energy and momentum then annot be onserved inside theluster, but must be exhanged with the loal neighbourhood of the luster. Thisdesription has also been improved.In general, avour asymmetries are predited to be smaller for bottom than for harm,and smaller at higher energies (exept possibly at very large rapidities). One an thereforenot expet any spetaular manifestations at the Tevatron. However, other nontrivialfeatures do not die out as fast, like a non-negligible systemati shift between the rapidityof a heavy quark and that of the hadron produed from it [18℄. The possibility of suhe�ets should be onsidered whenever trying to extrat any physis from heavy avours.5 Multiple InterationsMultiple parton{parton interations is the onept that, based on the omposite natureof hadrons, several parton pairs may interat in a typial hadron{hadron ollision [20℄.Over the years, evidene for this mehanism has aumulated, suh as the reent diretobservation by CDF [21℄. The ourenes with two parton pairs at reasonably large p?4



just form the top of the ieberg, however. In the PYTHIA model, most interations are atlower p?, where they are not visible as separate jets but only ontribute to the underlyingevent struture. As suh, they are at the origin of a number of key features, like the broadmultipliity distributions, the signi�ant forward{bakward multipliity orrelations, andthe pedestal e�et under jets.Sine the perturbative jet ross setion is divergent for p? ! 0, it is neessary toregularize it, e.g. by a ut-o� at some p?min sale. That suh a regularization shouldour is lear from the fat that the inoming hadrons are olour singlets | unlike theoloured partons assumed in the divergent perturbative alulations | and that thereforethe olour harges should sreen eah other in the p? ! 0 limit. Also other dampingmehanisms are possible [22℄. Fits to data typially give p?min � 2 GeV, whih thenshould be interpreted as the inverse of some olour sreening length in the hadron.One key question is the energy-dependene of p?min; this may be relevant e.g. for om-parisons of jet rates at di�erent Tevatron energies, and even more for any extrapolation toLHC energies. The problem atually is more pressing now than at the time of our originalstudy [20℄, sine nowadays parton distributions are known to be rising more steeply atsmall x than the at xf(x) behaviour normally assumed for small Q2 before HERA. Thistranslates into a more dramati energy dependene of the multiple-interations rate for a�xed p?min.The larger number of partons also should inrease the amount of sreening, however,as on�rmed by toy simulations [23℄. As a simple �rst approximation, p?min is assumedto inrease in the same way as the total ross setion, i.e. with some power � � 0:08 [24℄that, via reggeon phenomenology, should relate to the behaviour of parton distributionsat small x and Q2. Thus the new default in PYTHIA isp?min = (1:9 GeV)� s1 TeV2�0:08 :6 Interonnetion E�etsThe widths of the W , Z and t are all of the order of 2 GeV. A Standard Model Higgs witha mass above 200 GeV, as well as many supersymmetri and other Beyond the StandardModel partiles would also have widths in the multi-GeV range. Not far from threshold,the typial deay times � = 1=� � 0:1 fm � �had � 1 fm. Thus hadroni deay systemsoverlap, between a resonane and the underlying event, or between pairs of resonanes,so that the �nal state may not ontain independent resonane deays.So far, studies have mainly been performed in the ontext of W pair prodution atLEP2. Pragmatially, one may here distinguish three main eras for suh interonnetion:1. Perturbative: this is suppressed for gluon energies ! > � by propagator/timesalee�ets; thus only soft gluons may ontribute appreiably.2. Nonperturbative in the hadroformation proess: normally modelled by a olourrearrangement between the partons produed in the two resonane deays and inthe subsequent parton showers.3. Nonperturbative in the purely hadroni phase: best exempli�ed by Bose{Einsteine�ets.The above topis are deeply related to the unsolved problems of strong interations:on�nement dynamis, 1=N2C e�ets, quantum mehanial interferenes, et. Thus theyo�er an opportunity to study the dynamis of unstable partiles, and new ways to probe5



on�nement dynamis in spae and time [25, 26℄, but they also risk to limit or even spoilpreision measurements.A key gauge is the interonnetion impat on W mass measurements at LEP2. Per-turbative e�ets are not likely to give any signi�ant ontribution to the systemati error,hÆmW i <� 5 MeV [26℄. Colour rearrangement is not understood from �rst priniples, butmany models have been proposed to model e�ets [26, 27, 28℄, and a onservative estimategives hÆmW i <� 40 MeV. For Bose{Einstein again there is a wide spread in models, andan even wider one in results, with about the same potential systemati error as above[29, 30, 28℄. The total QCD interonnetion error is thus below m� in absolute terms and0.1% in relative ones, a small number that beomes of interest only beause we aim forhigh auray.A study of e+e� ! tt ! bW+bW� ! bb`+�``0�� 0̀ near threshold gave a realistiinteronnetion unertainty of the top mass of around 30 MeV, but also showed thatslight mistreatments of the ombined olour and showering struture ould blow up thiserror by a fator of ten [31℄. For hadroni top deys, errors ould be muh larger.The above numbers, when applied to hadroni physis, are maybe not big enoughto ause an immediate alarm. The addition of a oloured underlying event | with apoorly-understood multiple-interation struture as outlined above | has not at all beenonsidered so far, however, and an only make matters worse in hadroni physis than ine+e�. This is learly a topi for the future, where we should be appropriately humble aboutour urrent understanding, at least when it omes to performing preision measurements.QCD interonnetion may also be at the root of a number of other, more spetaulare�ets, suh as rapidity gaps and the whole Pomeron onept [32℄, and the unexpetedlylarge rate of quarkonium prodution [33℄.7 The Future: On To C++Finally, a word about the future. PYTHIA ontinues to be developed. On the physisside, there is a need to inrease the support given to di�erent physis senarios, new andold, and many areas of the general QCD mahinery for parton showers, underlying eventsand hadronization require further improvements, as we have seen.On the tehnial side, the main hallenge is a transition from Fortran to C++, thelanguage of hoie for Run II (and LHC). To address this, the PYTHIA 7 projet wasstarted in January 1998, with L. L�onnblad as main responsible. A similar projet, butmore ambitious and better funded, is now starting up for HERWIG, with two dediatedpostdo-level positions and a three-year time frame.For PYTHIA, what exists today is a strategy doument [34℄, and ode for the eventreord, the partile objet, some partile data and other data base handling, and theevent generation handler struture. All of this is ompletely new relative to the Fortranversion, and is intended to allow for a muh more general and exible formulation of theevent generation proess. The �rst piee of physis, the string fragmentation sheme, isbeing implemented by M. Bertini, and is nearing ompletion. The subproess generationmethod is being worked on for the simple ase of e+e� ! Z0 ! qq. The hope is to havea \proof of onept" version soon, and some of the urrent PYTHIA funtionality upand running by the end of 2000. It will, however, take muh further e�ort after that toprovide a program that is both more and better than the urrent PYTHIA 6 version. Itis therefore unlear whether PYTHIA 7 will be of muh use during Run II, exept as a6
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